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SUMMARY

The effects of compressibility srising
ation on the flapping, thrust, and power of
wide range of forward fkight conditions are
numerical methods.

from high-tip-speed oper-
a helicopter rotor over a
investigated by the use of

For the particular set of airfoil characteristicsused, the results
indicated minor increases in rotor flapping and thrust arising from
increasing rotor tip speed from 350 to 750 fps. ’15elargest effect noted
was sm increase in profile-drag power on the ad.vancfngside of the disk
that was proportional to the amount by which the
exceeded the drag-divergence Mach n@er. These
bili~ appeaxed to be independent of blade twist
function of the airfoil ctiacteristics employed

INTRODUCTION

blade-tip Mach number
effects of compressi-
but are, of course, a
in the analysis.

Helicopter design bends during the past few yesxs have been in the
direction of using higher rotor tip speeds. Thus, whereas the tip speeds
of esrly production heQcopters were as low as 450 fps, current models
are being built with tip speeds of the order of 7Ci) fps and even higher.
This trend towards high speeds results from the use of higher disk
loadings in today’s larger helicopters, from the use of vsrious tip-
propulsion systems, and from the desire to achieve higher helicopter
forward speeds.

Except for reference 1, which presents the results of sa investi-
gation of the effects of compressibility on rotor profile-drag power in
hovering, experimental data dealing with the effect of high tip speeds
on heklcopter performance and llmiting forward speeds we very meager.
Although such items as vibration and control limitations on forward
speed arising from compressibi~ty must await experimental investigation

-. ...— — ——— —--— .—— — .—. . .— —.. —



2 NACA TN 3798

it is possi%le, pending experimmt~ ver~icationj to obta~ ~ est*te .
of the effect of compressibility on such performance items as rotor flap-
P@, thrust, and power by theoretical means. The reasonableness of such
an approach has been indicatd by the obtaining of a fair cmparison
between the data of reference 1 and theoretical curves utilizing two-
dimensional compressible airfoil data h standard hovering equations.

Consequentlyj in order to provide helicopter designers with an esti-
mate of the effects of high rotor-tip-speed operation on rotor perform-
ance, a series of numerical calculations were carried out. ti the calcu-
lations, an assumed set of two-dimensional compressible airfoil data was
utilized in conjunction with the equations amd procedures outlined in
reference 2 for obtaining the flapping, thrust, and power of a rotor
operating at several values of tip speed and at tip-speed ratios ranging
from 0.2 to 0.5. The results of the study, which are dependent on the
particular set of airfoil characteristics assumed, are presented herein.
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SYMBOLS

constant term in Fourier series that expresses j3;hence,
rotor coning angle

coefficient of cos n~ in Fourier series that expresses ~

number of blades per rotor

coefficient of sin n$ in expression for 13

tip-loss factor; blade elements outbmrd of rmus ~ are
assumed to have profile drag but no lift

blade section chord at radial station r, ft

section drag coefficient

equivalent blade chord (weighted on thrust basis),

f.%
Jo

, ft

section Mft coefficient
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T
rotor thrust coefficient,

Y#p(m) 2

rotor-shaft power coefficient, P

fi2p($2R)3

increment in rotor profile-power-coefficient-sold.dim ratio
srising from compressibility effects

mass moment of inertia of blade about flapping hinge, slug-ft2

drag-divergence MLch number of blade sections

amount by which the Mach nuniberof advancing blade tip
(V = 90°) exceeds Mach number for drag divergence of tfwo-
dimensional airfoil at angle of attack corresponding to
that at blade tip

rotor-shaft power, ft-lb/sec

radial distance from center of rotation to blade element, ft

blade radius measured from center of rotation, ft

rotor thrust, lb

nondimensional.resultant veloci~ perpendicular to blade-span
axis at blade element

component at blade element of u perpendicular to blade-
span axis and to axis of no feathering

ratio of blade-element radius to rotor-blade radius, r/R

induced veloci~ at rotor (always positive), fps

true airspeed of helicopter along flight path, fps

rotor angle of attack; angle between axis of no feathering
(that is, axis about which there is no cyclic-pitch change)
and plane perpendicular to flight path, positive when -s
is inclined resrward, &eg

section angle of attack at radial position r, deg

.- ___ _______ ____ __ _. __ ——. &.-
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at any blade azimuth

attack at
angle ~,
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any radial position x and
(for example,

?
a(1.o)(270°)

is blade-element angle of attack at tip of retreating
at 270° azimuth position), deg

blade flapping angle with respect to no-feathering axis
particular azimuth position, radians

mass constant of rotor blade, /cePR4 Ih

blade-section pitch angle at 0.75 radius;
of zero 13ft of blade section and plane
axis of no feathering, deg

smgl.ebetween
perpendicubr

blade-section pitch angle at 0.75B radius, deg

blade

at a

line
to

difference between hub and tip pitch angles, positive when
tip angle is larger, deg

inflow ratio, v ‘ti~a - v

tip-sp’eedratio, V cos a/$lR

mass density of air, slugs/cu ft

rotor solidity, bce/&

blade azimuth angle measured from downwind position in
direction of rotation, deg

rotor angular velocity, radisms/sec

Subscripts:

E@ advancing side of rotor disk

o profile

u useful

MEI’HODAND SAMPLE CASES

Method of mdJWiS

The numericsl-integrationmethod of referepce 2 necessarily
uses A, 8075, ~d w as the primary input vsriables and computes as

,’

,,
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an output such items as thrust, torque, power, and so forth. Other than
by am iterative process, it is not possible to reverse the procedure,
that is, to start with thrust, power, and tip-speed ratio and solve
for A and 0.75. The effects of compressibility on the characteristics

of rotors can be compared on the basis of keeping h, 9075, and u con-

stant or, perhaps more desirably, on the basis of keeping”-CT, ~CPICT)uy

and p constant. b order to keep the conqmdation time to a minimum,
the examples contained herein are compared on the basis that h, f3.7y ~

and p axe constants. At each v value, however, ~ and e*75 were

varied in a manner that resulted in values of C@/u which ranged from

very low (close to autorotation) to very high (full puwer) at approxi-
mately constant Co.

lh each case, the numerical inte~ations were effectedby calcu-
lating the section contributions at six radial and eight azimuth stations.
As discussed in reference 2, this number of stations was found to yield
substitially the same answers as obtained by using larger numbers.
Rotor influw was assumed to be uniform over the disk.

Assumed Flight Conditions and Sample Rotor

The effects of compressibiMty were determinedly computing, for
given canbinations of X, 0.75~ ~d P, various rotor characteristics

at several different tip-speed values and then ccmrpartigthe results
obtained at high and low tip speeds. Most ofthese comparisonswere
made between a %ase” tip-speed value of 350 fps (low enough tobe
essenti~ free of compressibility effects) and a higher value of 750 fps,
although a few computationswere also made at 650 fps and 900 fps. ‘lhis
rsmge of tip speeds, together with tip-speed ratios from 0.2 to 0.5,
resulted in a range of Mach nunibersfrom about 0.27 to nearly 1.0 at the
tip of the advancing blade.

h this analysis the physical characteristics of the rotor were held
constaut, with the exception of blade Mat. These characteristics
included a mass factor 71 of 1.0, untapered blades, zero fl..apping-
hinge offset, and a blade root cutout of 0.1>. Although most of the
cases were computed for blades having -8° of twist, a Mmited comparison
is made with blades having 0° and -16° twist.

Asswn~ Airfoil Ihta

Airfoil section lift and drag values over a wide range of angles of
attack and Mach nunbers are reqtied when blade compressibilityand stall
are to be included in a rotor analysis. Although such data are usually

—.. ——-..—— . .. . ..— _ - —..—.. -— .. .. — ——— — . . . —. -—.
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not available at sagles of attack wch beyond
the results of four symmetrical NACA 6-series
of attack from -2° to 31° and at Mach nwibers

NACA ~ 3798

the stall, reference 3 gives ~
airfoils tested at angles
from 0.3 to about 0.85.

For the present calcul&ions, which were performed by-automatic cfiuting .
machines, the data of this reference corresponding to the NACA @l-012

airfoil were roughly approximated by constructing a series of lift and
drag curves composed of short straight-line se~ents. The ~ch number
range between appro-tely 0.85 and 1.0, which is not covered ‘inref-
erence 3, was extrapolatedwith the aid of unptil.isheddata for an air-
foil of the same thiclmess. The airfoil data used are shown in figure 1.

The -foil selected (12 percent) is scnmdmt thicker than wouldbe
chosen from compressibility considerations alone but is comparable to
those currently in we for heMcopter blades except for the lower than
usual stti @e (approximate@ 8.50). ‘Ibus,the effects of compress-
ibility on rotor aerodynamic characteristicsthat are indicat~ in sub-
sequent sections of this paper would be somewhat greater than expected
in actual operation when thinner blades are used. In addition, no
attem@ was made to take into account the alleviating “three-dimensional”
effect of the blade tips on the section coefficients in the region of the
blade tips. (As mentioned in ref. 1, propeller data have shown the &mg-

?’

divergence tip Mach nuuiberto be about 0.06 above the two-dimensional
results, and a similar trend was shown for the case of the hovering
rotor.)

RESULTS

lR@ures 2 through 5 show the flapping coefficients,
sOliuty ratio~ CT ~a,profile-power-thrust coefficient

thrust-coefficient——
ratios @,o/CT~

and power-thrust coefficient ratios Cp1~ as computed for rotor tip’

speeds af 350 and 750 fps for tip-speed ratios ranging from 0.2 to 0.5.
The combinatims of the input variables & 9.75, and P represent a
wide range of flight conditions at sm approximately constant thrust
coefficient.

Flqping Coefficients

The flapping coefficients shown in figures 2(a), 3(a)y 4(a)2
and 5(a) indicate relatively small changes due to compressibility.
Although in W cases the coefficients are higher for operation at a
tip speed of 750 fps, the actual increases are usually not large. For
example, the coning me w is Q_pically only 0.3° to 0.4° higher

for the higher tip speed while the first-harmonic coefficients al
i
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and bl show increases ranging,

from 0.2° to 0=3°=

respectively,

7

from 0.30 to l.~o and

The effect of compressibility on thrust is to increase the thrust-
coefficient—solidity ratio, as shown in figures 2(b), 3(b), h(b),
and 5(b). This increase, which is about 10 percent in most cases, appar-
ently is a result of the higher ldft-curve slopes at higher Lkch numbers.
Although the lift-cwve slope is sharply reduced at a Mach nuder of
about 0.8, the thrust is not noticeably affected for cases where such a
condition occurs. This maybe explainedby the fact that the section
angles of attack in the vicinity of the blade tip nesr the goo azimuth
position (where the higher Wch nunibersoccur) are very low; conse-
quently, a reduction in lift-cmve slope has little significance. Tn
addition, the percentage contribution of this region,to the total rotor
thrust is relatively small.

Power

The profile-drag power losses, as wouldbe expected, are substan-
tially increasedby increasing the tip speed from 350 to 750 fps. The
pagnitude of these losses is shown in figures 2(b), 3(b), k(b), ti 5(b)
~ the form Of prOfile-pOWer--t KJeffiCient ratios Cp,o CT for

the two tip speeds concerned.
/

me difference between the two represents
compressibili’qyeffects and is smallest at the lowest tip-speed ratio 0.2
and increases with increasing values “of p. At v = 0.4, the profile-
drag power losses at 750 fps are approximately double those at 350 fps.

‘lhepower-thrust coefficient ratios Cp/CT are -o shown in order

to illustrate the wide range of flight conditions covered. Zero values
Of cp/CT b~cate S,Ilautorotati~ rotor, negative values indicate that

the rotor is supplying power, and positive values indicate the normal
condition where power is being absorbed by the rotor. me difference
between the curves of ~50 and 750 @s simply reflects, in large part,
the differences already noted in the +,0 CT curves.

/

For performance estimations, a more cauvenient form of represen-
tation of the profile-drag poyer losses due to compressibilityis shown
in figure 6. Here, the difference in the profile-power-coefficient—
solidi~ ratio between the base tip speed of 350 fps and the higher tip
speeds is shown as a function of the smount by which the drag-divergence
Mach number has been exceeded at the tip of the advancing blade. The
points shown represent a range of tip-speed ratios from 0.2 to 0.5,
thrust-coefficient-solidity ratios from about 0.035 to 0.08, blade.,

~— .. ..— ---— — - _ — –—-——
... . . . ——-- -— -- -—-—-— .—— -
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twists of 00, -8°, and -~,
tion to very high power. As
Mach number for this airfoil

NACA ~ 3798

and flight conditims from nesr autorota- *
shown in figure l(b), the drag-divergence
was appro~tely 0.75 for the maU angles

of attack that are typical of the advancing-b&le tip.
—

.

Since the parameter ~ shown in figure 6 applies only to the
advancing side of the rotor and since it is possible for compressibility
losses to abo occur on the retreating side, the differences in profile-
drag power losses were computed for the advancing side of the disk only
and sre shown in figure 7. Although the scatter is somewhat reduced, the
faired curve is only sll.ghtlylower than that of figure 6 and indicates
that the advancing side accounts for most of the compressibilitylosses
for the cases studied.

Ih reference 4, a someWhat different methd of predicting compress-
ibility losses was employed which includes the profile-drag losses at 0°
azimuth as welJ-as at go”. When this method was ap@ied to the present
data, a comparable amount of scatter to that shown in
possib~ because of the much wider range of variables
calculations of this paper. It is possible, however,
other @es of airfoil characteristicsthe use of two
might give better results than the single value which
adequate in this paper.

Blade stalling may also contribute stistantialW

figure 6 resulted,
covered in the
that for some
azimuth positions
was found to be

to profile-drag
power losses (ch. iO of ref. 5, for example), and wh-&nc~ressibili&
effects ~e also present the losses due to each source me difficult to
separate. Smne id% of the relative ma@tudes of such losses may be
gained from plots similar to those of figure 8, which show the radialdy
integrated power loss at each azimuth position as computed for tip speeds
of 350 and 7X fps. Iasses due to stal1t appear as a peak in the curve
for 350 fps nesr the azimth position (317) corresponding to the highest
local section angle of attack, which in this case was about 5° beyond the
stall. Compressibility losses, represented by the difference between
the two curves, sxe at a maximum on the advancing blade where the rel-
ative veloci~ is greatest. For this case, it may thus be seen that the
compressibilitylosses on the advancing side are far greater than the
stsilllosses on the retreating side.

The curves for Cp,O/CT and Cp/CT shown in figures 2(b), 3(b),

4(b), and 5(b) include losses from both stalling and compressibility.
However, the difference between the curves for tip speeds of 350 and

%,0
750 fps, shown also as A — in figure 6, can be attributed almost

a
entirely to compressibility effects inasmuch as the secticm angles of
attack differed only negligibly for the two tip speeds. lR&xre 6 could
therefore be used to estimate compressibili~ losses for rotors having

. . —-— -— .
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similar airfoil characteristicsto those used in the present calcu-
lations. Somewhat different results might be expected for rotor blades
whose variation of drag-divergence Wch number with section angle of
attack is not as flat as that shown in figure l(a). (An exsmple of a
steeper variation is shown in fig. 7 of ref. 1.) StalJ losses couldbe
considered separately by the methds discussed in reference 4 or 5.
Compressibility and stall losses maybe added to basic values (obtained,
for example, frm the charts of refs. 6 and 7) which do not include
staIl or compressibility effects.

TinLSt

Klheprevious discussion has been based on results obtained with.
blades having a twist of -8°. Jn order to determine the effects of”
twist at high tip speeds, the calculations were repeated for blade IMsts
of 0° and -16° for the ccmibinationsof input variables used in fi~e 4
(w= O.4, OR= 750 fps). Blades having different twists are usuaJJy
compared m the basis of equal pitch at 0.75R and this procedure is
followed in the present case. Ih figure 9 the thrust-coefficient-
solldi~ ratios, power-thrust coefficient ratios, flapping coefficients,
and tip angles of attack ye plotted against Q-75 for the three Mst

VihleS of 0°) -8°> and -16 . lamination of this figure shows that
although the flapping coefficients are little affected by twist, the
thrust-coefficient-solidi~ ratios are sigrlficant lyhigherfor the
twisted blades. These thrust differences wuuldbe cut apprccdmately in
hdf if CTl~ for the different twist values were computed at the same

value of 0e7~ instead of at constant e
●75”

Figure 10 shows the radial thrust distribution obtainedby avera#ng
the values around the azimuth for the case of f3

● 75
= 8° in figure 9.

Although the twisted blades exhibit a lower thrust near the tips, because
of the lower tip angles of attack, the increased thrust loading inbosrd
more thsa offsets this loss. In a similar msmner, the radially inte-
grated thrust plotted in figure 11 for various azimuth positions (for the
same fldght conditions shown in fig. 10) shows that the greatest differ-
ences in thrust and in power axe on the advancing blade, with the highest
twist having the largest thrust but also the greatest profile-drag power
loss. Ih the higher collective-pitchrange, however, figure 9 shows an
‘advantagein profile-power efficiency for the twisted blades over the
untwisted ones as indicated by lower ~,. CT ratios. This advantage is

/
of a greater order of magnitude than that resulting fronlthe reduction

I
of ~,o CT that occurs when operating at a higher

/
CT u.

The tip @es of attack on both the advancing and retreating sides
of the disk are shown in figwre 9(c) and, as would be expected, are lower

—. ---- . .. ——-- ----———— --——-——--—-— -—— — . . . .-z ~.
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for the twisted cases. The difference between twists of 0° and -16° is
seen to be about 4.5° on the advancing side and about 2.5° on the retreating “
side. The Mfference in retreat~-blade-tip angles of attack would be
about 4.5° (instead uf 2.5°) if the 0° and -16° twist blades were can-
pared on the basis of the same G@ On such a basis, the difference

4.

b advancing-blade-tip angles of attack woti remain unchanged at about
4.5°, inasmuch as these angles are relatively insensitive to changes
h CT/a at the h&&.er Sd.=ce ratios.

The twist effects discussed were based on am assmwd tip.speed
of 750 fps. Zn order &o compare the effects of compressibilityfor var-
ious values of twist, some additional cases were computed using a tip
speed of 350 fps, and the results are shown in figure 12. Although the
effects of compressibility are clearly evident in the increased power

thrust ratios. these ‘&creases
-16° twists. ‘

Compmison

are almost identical for the 6°, -8°,

x
with charts

Because of the lengbh and complexity of equations relating to heli- u
copter performance, charts such as those of references 6, 7, and 5 are
usually employed for performance calculations. Although such charts have
been found to provide a rapid yet accurate method of estimating the per-
formance of conventional helicopters, they do not take stall or com-
pressibility into account. Therefore, it is of interest to compare some
results obtained by the numerical method with those from the reference
charts in order to determine the exknt of agreement.

The degree to which the charts would be in error because of their
omission of compressibility effects can be obtained from the discussion
of the preceding sections of this paper; the differences between the
350 fps and the higher tip-speed cases represent the error involved.
When the values obtatied by the”numerical method for a tip speed of
350 fps -srecompared with chsrt values, however, the clifferences between
the two methods will be due allmostentirely to staWng, except for small
diff&ences resulting from smewhat clifferent airfoil characteristics
beluw the stall. Figure 13 shows the thrust-coefficient-solidity

/
ratio CT a, profile-p~r— *t ratio Cp,O/CT, and flapping coeffi-

cients as obtained by the two methods for a tip-speed ratio of 0.3. h
addition, the section singlesof attack on the retieathg blade (~ = 270°)
at the tip and at the radial station where ~ = 0.4 sre also shown in
order to illustrate the degree of tip and inboard stalMng. “As shown in
the figure, the stall angle for this psrtic- airfoil (at low Mch nwn-
%ers) was about 8.5°. .

The flapping coefficients as obtained by the two methods are shown
in figure 13(a). The agreement is generally good except for conditions “

—-—
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, .

involving large amounts of stall. The coning angle ~ is seen to be

reduced by sta~g, whereas the other coefficients increase as stalling
increases.

Examination of figure 13(b) shows god ~eement between the two
methcds for the thrust-coefficient-solidity ratio and reasonably god
~eement for the profile-power— thrust ratio for conditions where little
stall is present. (Very close agreement would be expected if the sane
airfoil characteristicsbelow the stall were used in both methais.) For
the higher values of pitch, however, where the tip angle of attack sub-
staatidly exceeds the stall angle, the charts underestimate the profile-
drag power losses. Poorer agreement is also evident at the very low
pitch angles (correspondingto low power or autorotation) where inboard
stalJ_ingis present.

A similar comparison between rotor characteristics computed by the
numerical end analytical methods at other tip-speed ratios leads to similar
conclusions. At lower tip-speed ratios, for exmple, wherein somewht
less stall is present, the agreement between the two methx is close and
holds over a wider range of pitch angles. At higher tip-speed ratios,
such as O.k and 0.5, the lsrger mount of stall cawes somewhat poorer
agreement than is shown for the case of ~ = 0.3.

It is thus concluded that the charts of references 6, 7, and 8 a
be used in phce of numerical calculations for flight conditions involving
little rotor compressibility and stall and can provide a base value for
the rapid estinmtion of rotor flapping, thrust, and power under ccmditicms
involving compressibility and stall.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A numerical study was made of the effect of compressibility on the
flapping, thrust, smd torque of a ssmple rotor over a wide rsnge of for-
ward flight conditions. The sample rotor was assured to have untapered
blades with constant-thiclmessairfoil sections that were represented by
a specific set of two-dimensional lift and drag characteristics that
varied with Mwh ntier. The application of these data in the assumed
fM@t conditions resulted in the following effects, which are dependent
in large measure on the particular set of airfoil characteristic used.

1. lhreasing the tip speed from 350 fps to 750 @s resulted in
-minor increases in the rotor flapping and thrust coefficients. The
largest flapping increases, ranging frm 0.3° to 1.5°, occurred in the
first-hamonic longitudinal flapping; the thrust-coefficient increase
was of the order of 10 percent.

-. —--- . .. .. .. . .— —..__ -..—. ______ ..—.——. . . . . . _— —____ _
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2. The increases in profile-drag power associated with increasing
tip speeds and tip-speed ratios occurred primarily on the advancing side

*

of the disk and appeared to be a function of the amount by which the Mach
nuuiberof the tip of the advancing Made exceeds the drag-divergence Mach
nunibercorresponding to the tip angle of attack.

3. ‘lheincreases b rotor flapping, thrust, and profile-drag power
resulting from compressibility effects appeared to be independent of
blade twist.

4. A rapid estimation of rotor flapping, thrust, and power under
conditions involving canpressibility and stall can be made by using the
indications of this paper together with standard analytical rotor theory.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Meld, Va., June U, 1956.
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